
Property Management



We believe property management is about 
helping you create wealth

At Ray White Hamilton our ambition is to add value over and 
above the traditional functions of property management. We 
understand your property is a significant asset and that your 
chief objective is to maximise the return on your most valued 
investment.

We’ve invested in the best technology, systems and 
procedures to take care of collecting rent, coordinating repairs 
and maintenance as well as finding the right tenant. Our team 
will also focus on the bigger picture when it comes to your 
investment - that means working with you to maximise the 
potential of your property portfolio.

Your property management team is here to help you

•  Understand how changes in the market will impact your 
    investment

•  Understand the investment strategies available to you

•  Understand how to improve the yield from your 
    property, and

•  Feel confident as an investor in real estate.



Ray White know_how to take the worry 
out of your investment property

In this industry there is nothing more powerful than 
experience. Founded in 1902, Ray White is New Zealand 
& Australia’s largest real estate group and still family 
owned, ensuring that those original family values are 
preserved. Today we employ more than 2,000 trained 
property managers in almost 1,000 offices throughout 
New Zealand and Australia.

For our clients this mean a greater level of care, attention 
and a commitment to excellence in everything we do.

As a client of Ray White you benefit from this group 
strength via

•  The industry’s most significant investment in education 
    and training

•  A culture of striving for excellence and innovation

•  The sharing of policy and best practice via our online 
    portal, and

*  Our Group’s first class understanding of the rules that 
    apply to property management



We understand the need for security 
when it comes to your investment

The White family believes that property management has a 
significant role to play in a sound investment strategy. Done 
well, it will enhance your investment’s growth potential and 
provide new opportunities for wealth creation.

The Ray White Property Management operating ethos
As property managers our responsibility is to both manage 
and maximise valuable assets on behalf  of our clients’, and as 
a company, Ray White will protect the security of our clients’ 
investments via a culture of innovation, through leadership and 
strict adherence to best practice.

Left to Right Brian White, Georgie White, Paul White, Tom White, Andrew White, Ben White, Matt White, Dan White, Sam White

“We believe that investing in property is one 

of the great ways to create wealth for you 

and your family.” 

Brian White



Welcome

Ray White Hamilton Property Management offers a 
comprehensive property management service designed 
to keep you in control and maximise the value of your 
investment property.

Ray White Hamilton Property Management are a successful 
and talented team of residential property managers, 
working together to service the Hamilton region. As a locally 
owned and operated company, long established in the 
Waikato, our Property Management Team have a wealth of 
experience in the regional market.

Proactive in keeping up to date with  industry standards 
and the Hamilton markets we want you to capitalise on 
our wealth of knowledge and experience, and make smart 
decisions based on the facts. Our extensive experience 
and sound reputation in managing residential investment 
properties means success for us and savings for you.
As a consultancy business our property managers will work 
alongside you - with your best interests in mind.

Experience the difference. We value our reputation for 
providing you a credible, dependable and personable 
service, our mission is to exceed your expectations through 
service excellence.

Why are we different?

Ray White Hamilton Property Management is steeped in 
integrity and passion. The core of our business is people, 
and the tools of our trade are negotiation, education and 
communication. We are passionate about what we do and 
we work from a place of professional integrity.

• It matters to us that we do what we say we will
• It matters to us that we select the best tenants possible 

for your property
• It matters to us what your needs and expectations are
• It matters to us that you are pleased with our service



Ray White Hamilton Property Management

Meet Our Team
Our ten property managers have over 60 years experience managing property for over 1,000 investors who have 

entrusted their properties with us. Our helpful admin team also strive to provide service second to none. 

“I am very proud of the professional reputation our team has which focuses on providing excellent service to our 

many valued customers.” Carl Glasgow, Managing Director

Fraser Coombes - Manager and Business Partner

Fraser is the dedicated manager of Ray White Hamilton’s Property Management division. A professional who prides 
himself on increasing the wealth of his investment clients by offering practical advice and peace of mind that their 
property is in good hands. As the Property Management team manager and Online Rentals Ltd business partner, 
Fraser is highly motivated to provide outstanding service and practical suggestions to investors. Whether you own 
one investment property, multiple units, are heading overseas or are considering your next purchase, Fraser and 
the team at Ray White Hamilton Property Management can cater to your needs.  As a fourth generation Hamiltonian 
Fraser has a sound knowledge of the city and the various residential investment markets it contains. With cutting 
edge property management technology you can rest assure that your investment is in the hands of industry leading 
experts.  Finding the investment property that fits with what you have set out to achieve is a key to success. Fraser 
and the team work alongside investors and home owners to achieve market leading results.

Back: Brenda Abercrombie, Les Jepson, Natalie McCann, Colin Dixon, Ben McKay, Logan Jackson 

Front: Carl Glasgow, Sharon Du Plessis, Carmel Costello, Dolores Fletcher, Fraser Coombes, Julie King, Linda Gillies, Ashleigh Marston, Dennis Coombes

Absent: Diana Bell - Property Manager, Kayla Brown - Admin



Staff profiles

Carmel has had eight years in the Real Estate industry and has a dependable, energetic and focused approach 
to property management.  “My aim is to work alongside property investors helping them to maintain and maximize 
the return on their valuable asset by using a sound and professional management style which involves keeping 
in touch with what is going on in the industry.” Carmel is a stickler for a consistent and communicative service to 
owners  whilst maintaining a courteous and efficient relationship with tenants - an essential balance. “Good tenants 
are like diamonds – securing the best tenants means reliable rental income and a peace of mind in the care of your 
property – plus, they make me look good too!”. Carmel’s background includes a long stint of self employment in the 
signage field and a variety of senior positions in banking. After a six year stint overseas she made a positive career 
move to Property Management with Ray White Hamilton.  She has rapidly grown her portfolio each year, continues 
to love her job and is currently studying for a Diploma in Real Estate.

With an exceptional eye for detail and eighteen years experience in property management, Les is an absolute 
asset to Ray White Property Management when inspecting properties, assessing maintenance issues and finding 
that middle ground and a balance medium between both landlords and tenants. Les has been with the Ray White 
Property Management team which consist of four administration staff and ten Property Managers for the last twelve 
years.  Les feels that the most important aspect of being a Property Manager is communication and believes this 
is the best way to work with both tenants and landlords. Les is highly motivated, professional and committed to 
giving the best service to landlords. As a homeowner and landlord himself he appreciates the need to take care of 
what is for most of us our biggest asset. Les has a number of ex tenant’s who are now landlords themselves and 
entrust Les to now take care of their properties.

Linda has been involved with Property Management for nine years. She was firstly employed as head administrator 
for a period of two years before becoming a property manager. Linda’s knowledge of Property Management 
systems allows her to deliver a detailed service to her investor client base. She prides herself on communication, 
reliability and efficiency when dealing with both landlords and tenants. Linda works hard to provide a high quality 
service and positive cheerful attitude. Linda managers properties as if she owns them herself. This approach to 
property management has given her the reputation of a thorough hard working industry professional. Linda is keen 
to increase her portfolio by building a reputation for excellence in Property Management. Linda offers practical 
solutions to owners whether you have one investment, mulitple units, are heading overseas or are considering your 
next purchase. Linda and the team at Ray White Hamilton Property Management can cater to your needs. 

Originally from Edinburgh, Scotland, Colin moved to Melbourne in 1979 when he was sponsored to play soccer. 
Colin met his Kiwi wife Sue in Melbourne and once they had their first daughter they moved to live near family in 
Hamilton, New Zealand. Colin and Sue now have two daughters, Sarah and Laura. Colin loves all sports and enjoys 
encouraging his daughters with their sporting endeavours and supporting their dance club. 
Colin has been a successful salesperson with Ray White Hamilton and since February 2011 has specialised in 
property management. Colin has a strong background in retail management, both as owner/manager of his own 
tourism business in Garden Place for five years where they were commended by the Minister of Tourism for excellent 
customer service, and for eight years as Branch Manager in a major furniture retail store. Colin’s enthusiasm, 
philosophy of excellent customer service and honest down-to-earth approach go a long way to ensuring success, 
both for himself and his clients. 

Having a background in Facilities Management for the New Zealand Defence Force, managing not only residential 
tenancies but also Boarding Houses, commercial leases and licences, large scale grazing and a Hostel, 
Diana has a wealth of experience to manage your investment. With her reputation as being firm but fair, she 
particularly enjoys managing large blocks of units and the challenges that come with this. Make Diana your first 
choice to effectively manage and maximise the return on your asset. Diana believes a proactive approach is the 
best way to deal with all aspects of property management, from rent arrears, tenant issues and maintenance.  
Actively communicating and dealing with things before they become an issue.  She has also been a certified 
Methamphetamine sampler for nearly three years. Get in touch with Diana today to discuss your property 
management needs.



Staff profiles

Raised in Tauranga Ben moved to Hamilton to pursue tertiary study at the Univeristy of Waikato. He has now found his 
feet in Hamlton and really enjoys what the city has to offer, from the abundance of entertainment to the beauty of the 
landscape, the city offers a lifestyle like no other. With a thirst for knowledge and a background in retail management, 
Ben saw himself leave university holding a Bachelor of Management Studies with expertise in the fields of finance 
and economics. Ben brings with him a widespread knowledge and passion for investment, providing owners peace 
of mind and sound advice relating to their residential property investments. Ben is very much a people’s person who 
looks forward to building relationships with owners, tenants and developers as he joins the Property Management 
team here at Ray White Hamilton. He understands that providing a professional and meticulous approach to property 
management today will help to maximise the wealth of your investment over the long term.

Brenda has worked for Ray White Real Estate for four years as a Salesperson and has a total of seven years 
experience in the Real Estate Industry. This experience has provided an excellent platform for her current position as 
a Property Manager. She has a good understanding of the needs and desires of the property owner to maximise the 
return of their investment as efficiently as possible. She also prides herself on her ability to communicate effectively 
with a wide variety of people, on being reliable, efficient and having excellent time management skills. Brenda’s goal 
is to provide the best possible service for both the landlord and tenant so that the best outcomes for both parties 
are achieved.

Born and bred in Mount Maunganui, Logan moved to Hamilton to study at the University of Waikato. Four years later 
he left with a Bachelor of Management Studies, specialising in Economics and International Management. Hamilton 
became his new home during his time studying at the University of Waikato, and early this year he has taken his 
first step on the property ladder. Logan has experience working in account management, and applies this directly to 
Property Management. He really enjoys building relationships with clients and coming up with the right solutions for 
their needs. Logan is passionate about property and will be using his knowledge to help maximize your investment. 
In his spare time Logan enjoys working on his home and playing sport including cricket and football, and when time 
allows a little bit of golf. He has also taken an active role in his clubs and team by captaining his club side as well 
as being on the committee.

Sharon is driven to be Hamilton’s most sought after Property Management professional when owners make the 
logical decision to place their properties in the hands of an industry expert. She is highly motivated and prides herself 
on liaising with investors, developers and tenants alike. Sharon is a Ngaruawahia, Huntly and North Hamilton rental 
market specialist. Her portfolio in these markets is seldom in rent arrears which is testament to the quality property 
management systems she has developed. With over 9 years experience as a Property Manager, Sharon has a 
wealth of experience in managing and tenanting brand new properties for investors. Her enthusiasm and passion for 
excellence have seen her develop long standing working relationships with developers and those looking to enter 
the Hamilton residential investment market.

Born and educated in Hamilton, Natalie knows the city well and is passionate about property.
Natalie has worked in our property management department for five years as an Administrator. She brings great 
enthusiasm to property management and thrives on the fast pace the role of a property manager can demand. 
Natalie has excellent communication skills and prides herself on keeping her investors informed, ensuring they 
are receiving up to date information about the Hamilton rental market. Natalie is eager to build her portfolio and 
welcomes new business. Natalie is currently studying towards completing her Level 4 Certificate in Property 
Management. She has a keen eye for detail and prides herself on quality tenant selection. Natalie provides 
detailed inspection reports that give her cilents peace of mind that their properties are in good hands. Contact 
our friendly Natalie today to see how she can help with your property management needs.



Setting the rent, and marketing your home. Our aim 
is for you to capitalise on your investment, and ensure you 
receive the highest possible rent in the best possible time. 
We’ll therefore work alongside you to establish a rent return - 
based on our regional experience and current market factors.

Important factors to consider in finding a starting point are 
how many properties are available in the district at this point, 
what condition are they in and what price they are achieving. 
These elements can be connected to what is happening 
in the sales market, the national economy, government 
budgeting, and movements in the local economy.  

We use our experience to judge the movement in rents 
and discuss with you the ‘meeting of the market’ rent 
and ‘move by Friday’ rent. We then provide you with our 
recommendation, and together come to a decision on where 
to start the rent, based on your individual circumstances.  

Once the rent is set, we have ways of keeping track of how 

The Process
The Ray White Network offers greater value through our 
collective expertise.

the market is responding, and if an adjustment is needed, 
this is again discussed and the decision is actioned. Rent 
reviews are conducted every four months to ensure you 
are achieving the best possible return on your investment.

Ray White Hamilton’s rental properties are marketed 
through a range of online and print media - including:

• Ray White Hamilton’s ‘For Rent’ signs (if appropriate)
• Waikato Times  - Property section
• Our in-house daily rental listing handouts
• rwhamilton.co.nz
• trademe.co.nz
• realestate.co.nz 

 
We will begin to market your rental property the 
moment it becomes rent ready.



Selecting the right tenant

Choosing the wrong tenants can result in rent loss, debt 
recovery costs, damage and repair costs, as well as time loss 
and stress. We believe one of our greatest skills in property 
management is our ability to choose quality tenants, and 
our tenancy application forms are an invaluable tool in the 
selection process.

As a result of our effective marketing campaign on your 
property, prospective tenants will be given the opportunity to 
view the property. It is vital at this stage of selecting the right 
tenant that the property is shown quickly to prevent quality 
tenants from renting an alternative property. For this reason 
our team of ten property managers work collaboratively to 
make appointments to take prospective tenants through 
your property. The benefit of our large team can reduce the 
number of days on the market for your property resulting in 
minimal loss of rent between tenancies.

Our tenancy application forms are a comprehensive 
document ensuring we have all the necessary information on 
a potential tenant up front - ensuring we  have all the details 
we need now and in the future should something go wrong. 
From this information we perform comprehensive checks 
on all prospective tenants. We do this by calling personal 
references, utilising our subscriptions to two of Australasia’s 
leading tenancy databases (one of which is endorsed by both 
the Real Estate Institute of New Zealand and New Zealand 
Property Investors Federation) and source information from 
the Tenancy Tribunal of New Zealand. We can also perform 
credit checks on prospective tenants.

Once we have a suitable tenant wishing to rent your home 
we will notify you. As the owner, you remain in total control 
and we will discuss the potential tenant with you (if you wish) 
prior to acceptance or entering into a tenancy agreement with 
them.



As each property is unique - we do not use generic tenancy agreements, but rather adapt each agreement to cover the individual 
needs and requirements on each property - further protecting and maximising your investment for the long term.

The Residential Tenancy Agreement is a comprehensive contract which is read in full to the tenant. The tenant is then required to 
sign off this contract to show their understanding of the conditions and their acceptance of the terms specific to that property.

Residential Tenancy Agreement



To safeguard your investment we follow a systematic inspection program as outlined below. Once an inspection has taken place, 
we will provide you with a comprehensive detailed report - also highlighting any maintenance issues that may need attending to. 
These reports are kept on file for reference purposes.

Entry Inspection We will conduct a ‘Moving in’ inspection prior to new tenants occupying your property. This is to check the 
condition of your property and any other relevant information.

2 Month Initial Inspection Within two months into the tenancy, we will carry out an inspection to ensure that all is as it should 
be with the property.

3 Monthly Inspections Thereafter, three monthly inspections will be carried out on your rental property until such time as 
the current tenant gives notice to vacate or the tenancy expires. Additional inspections can be arranged at $45.00 + GST per 
inspection.

Exit Inspection When the tenants vacate we will conduct a detailed ‘Moving Out’ inspection. This is a thorough detailed 
inspection to ensure the property has been left in good order. If no damage is found, then we promptly return the bond to the 
tenants. In the unfortunate situation that damage to the property is found, then we will impose a claim on the Tenants Bond as 
required by the Residential Tenancy Act 1986 and arrange any necessary repairs.

Periodic Inspections Our main priority is keeping your property performing at its peak and maximising your investment. We will 
perform a periodic inspection if we have any cause for concern and determine an inspection is warranted.

Inspections



Buildings progressively deteriorate over time and will continue to deteriorate if maintenance is not carried out. It is imperative that 
we keep on top of regular routine maintenance to maximise your potential returns and keep your property saleable.

Regular planned maintenance Regular planned maintenance, such as minor repairs and preventative maintenance, should 
minimise future problems and ensure your property remains in peak condition.

While unexpected deterioration, damage or failures may still occur, and even with the best maintenance in the world, everything 
has a limited life expectancy, with a regular maintenance cycle you will minimise the need for major refurbishment and repairs.

Avoid unnecessary major repairs Without regular maintenance a property can quickly deteriorate to an unacceptable 
condition, necessitating major repairs that could have been avoided. If left long enough a property can deteriorate to the point of 
being unusable which can translate to loss of income for you.

Property Maintenance Reports  In the necessity of work being done to your investment property - we can utilise the services 
of our network of professional tradespeople to undertake any necessary maintenance or repairs. Our property investors can 
benefit from the established relationships we have with independent qualified contractors who not only provide quality cost 
effective services, but due to our relationships - attend our requests in a timely manner.

The importance of routine 
property maintenance



Monitoring your property

Photography

From experience, we know the advantages of obtaining a photographic history of properties that we manage. This enables us 
to monitor the condition of the premises more closely, to ensure that your property is returned to us in the same condition at the 
end of a tenancy.

Curb-side Checks

We regularly check properties that we manage from the street, noting any irregularities. Should any damage be evident or lawns 
need attending to, we take the appropriate action.

Note: The systems that we have in place motivate tenants to keep up to date with their rental payments and ensure that they 
understand the fundamental requirements of looking after a property. Unfortunately we are not able to guarantee tenants, 
however we find our systems to be extremely reliable and effective.



We do not tolerate the late payment of rents.

We understand your investment is a business transaction and loss of income can cause you not only financial strain but personal 
stress. Therefore we do not tolerate the late payment of rents and make every effort to establish an online automatic payment 
system with all new tenants - to help ensure your money is delivered to you on time every time.

We are careful to explain this policy to new tenants to avoid any misunderstandings that might arise later. All rents are due on 
the same day as a tenants contract starts, with automatic payments commencing on the following week of the tenancy. Every 
effort will be made to collect rent when due.

In the event that a tenant does miss a payment, the Property Manager will adhere to our Zero Rent Arrears policy:
• Our team will approach the tenant by phone or in person to request that the funds in arrears be paid promptly and the 

tenant will receive a 14 day notice of breach letter.
• Tenants accounts are monitored to see that any agreements are being upheld.
• If no payment is received with 7 days of the first contact regarding the arrears, then an application will be make to the 

Tenancy Tribunal for a mediated hearing.  This will be for the arrears to be paid and in some cases possession of the 
property will be requested.

• If a tenant persists in breaching their tenancy agreement, they will be evicted. Following eviction we will post the delinquent 
tenant onto a default tenant database. At all times we are proactive at keeping on top of errant tenants.

Rental payments



Computerised Accounting
Ray White Hamilton Property Management use one of the top property management software packages available to 
the industry. As a landlord you will receive a detailed monthly statement showing all rental incomes and disbursements, 
ensuring clear and transparent records.

Monthly rents and statements
We pride ourselves on our efficient processing of rents and statements. As a landlord you can expect that we will process 
rents to your nominated bank account on the 15th and the last day of each month, to the closest working day. We also 
provide you with an annual income and expenditure report for accounting purposes.

Deduct us from your taxes
The cost of our professional property management service is completely tax deductible. We will provide you with a 
summary statement at the end of each year for taxation purposes. It simply makes good financial sense to use us to 
manage your property.

Administration



1.0 General Principles 

 1.1  Members shall ensure compliance at all times with the  
  provisions of the Real Estate Agents Act 2008, Real Estate 
  (Agents) Audit Regulations 2009 and the Rules of the Real  
  Estate Institute of New Zealand Inc (“REINZ”). 

 1.2 Members shall demonstrate integrity, honesty and good  
  practice in all their dealings. 

 1.3 Members shall not engage in any conduct which is  
  misleading or deceptive or is likely to mislead or deceive or  
  make any misrepresentations. 

2.0 General 

A Member, when acting as a residential property manager or letting 
agent (Manager) shall: 
 2.1  comply with all the laws of New Zealand, in particular the  
  Residential Tenancies Act 1986, the Privacy Act 1993, the  
  Human Rights Act 1993 the Secret Commissions Act  
  1908, and any amendments or subsequent legislation. 

 2.2  promptly report any alleged breach of this Code to  
  REINZ, specifying the particulars of the alleged breach and  
  providing originals or copies of relevant documentation. 

3.0 The Letting or Management Authority 

 3.1  A Manager shall, prior to advertising a property for letting or  
  commencing management of a property, obtain a 
  signed authority. 

 3.2  An authority shall be signed by all the registered owners of  
  the property, or record that the person signing the authority  
  on behalf of all the registered owners of the property has a  
  legal authority to do so. 

 3.3  The registered owners of the property, or an authorised  
  agent signing the agreement on their behalf, shall   
  be provided with a signed copy of the letting and/or  
  management authority. 

 3.4  A letting and/or management authority should be in a  
  standard form published by REINZ, or should include the 
  terms and conditions set out in the form including, in the  
  case of a management authority, the duties required of the 
  Manager and the extent of the Manager’s authority. 

 3.5  A Manager shall use their best endeavours to keep the  
   property owner fully informed of any tenancy, maintenance  
  or other matters relating to a tenancy and the property. 

Although not a requirement in this industry, Ray White Hamilton adhere to 
the Real Estate Institute of New Zealand’s Professional Code of Conduct as 
outlined below:

4.0 Existing tenants and prospective tenants 

 4.1  A Manager shall give every prospective tenant a fair and  
   reasonable opportunity to apply for a tenancy, and  
  consider each application on its merit. 

 4.2  A Manager shall treat a tenant with courtesy and respect. 

 4.3  A Manager shall make a tenant aware of the necessity to  
  obtain tenants’ contents and liability insurance. 

 4.4  A Manager shall make a tenant aware of the necessity to  
  advise the Manager of any items, including swimming  
  pools and  their fences and gates (if any), which need  
  attention or repair as soon as the tenant should reasonably  
  be aware of a defect. 

5.0 Tenancy documentation 

 5.1 Prior to letting a property a Manager shall make available  
  to the property owner, upon request, the terms and  
  conditions of the intended tenancy agreement. 

 5.2 A Manager shall complete all tenancy documentation with  
  accuracy and clarity. 

 5.3 A proposed tenancy agreement shall be made available  
  to an intending tenant who shall be given the opportunity  
  to seek independent advice on the contents of the  
  agreement. 

 5.4 A Manager shall, preferably in writing, make   
  tenant aware that they may have statutory obligations and  
  benefits under relevant statutes, such as the Health and  
  Safety in Employment Act 2002, Fencing of Swimming  
  Pools Act 1987, Residential Tenancies Act 1986 and the  
  Building Act 2004. 

Professional Code of Practise



What is a Service Fee?

A service fee is the fee that is paid for the management of your 
property. It covers the multitude of tasks and time your Property 
Manager spends promoting, negotiating and managing your 
rental property. 

Tasks covered by the service fee include: database and online 
marketing of your property; liaising with potential tenants and 
onsite property viewings through to the final tenant selection; 
managing and processing payments; issuing accountant ready 
statements; conducting routine inspections; reporting to the 
owner; administrating rent reviews; overseeing any maintenance 
and repairs and liaising with suppliers; organising of payment 
for any additional accounts as requested by the owner (such as 
rates etc); court and tribunal representation if needed. 

You will always have the peace of mind in knowing that we have 
a Ray White Hamilton Property Management representative 
on call 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, for any unforeseen 

Our services

emergencies.

Calculating the Service Fee

Our service fee is calculated on a percentage of the rent 
collected. Our service fee is 8.25% of the rental and is subject 
to GST. (NB: the service fee will be higher for properties 
managed outside Hamilton City)

Bi-annual administration fee $25.00

Tenant Credit Checks -  $25.00 per check (as required)

Start up fee when taking over a property with a current tenant in 
arrears $200.00 + gst (one off fee)

The hard work and integrity of our people ensures that our clients 
return to us  and recommend Ray White Hamilton 

to their friends, family and business associates.



This table shows you at a glance the service fee amount which will be payable on the management of 
your rental property. GST (of 15%) is included in these figures.

Rent pw Service Fee GST Total 
Management

Net pw

$200.00 $16.50 $2.48 $18.98 $181.03

$210.00 $17.33 $2.60 $19.92 $190.08

$220.00 $18.15 $2.72 $20.87 $199.13

$230.00 $18.98 $2.85 $21.82 $208.18

$240.00 $19.80 $2.97 $22.77 $217.23

$250.00 $20.63 $3.09 $23.72 $226.28

$260.00 $21.45 $3.22 $24.67 $235.33

$270.00 $22.28 $3.34 $25.62 $244.38

$280.00 $23.10 $3.47 $26.57 $253.44

$290.00 $23.93 $3.59 $27.51 $262.49

$300.00 $24.75 $3.71 $28.46 $271.54

$310.00 $25.58 $3.84 $29.41 $280.59

$320.00 $26.40 $3.96 $30.36 $289.64

$330.00 $27.23 $4.08 $31.31 $298.69

$340.00 $28.05 $4.21 $32.26 $307.74

$350.00 $28.88 $4.33 $33.21 $316.79

$360.00 $29.70 $4.46 $34.16 $325.85

$370.00 $30.53 $4.58 $35.10 $334.90

$380.00 $31.35 $4.70 $36.05 $343.95

$390.00 $32.18 $4.83 $37.00 $353.00

$400.00 $33.00 $4.95 $37.95 $362.05

$410.00 $33.83 $5.07 $38.90 $371.10

$420.00 $34.65 $5.20 $39.85 $380.15

$430.00 $35.48 $5.32 $40.80 $389.20

$440.00 $36.30 $5.45 $41.75 $398.26

$450.00 $37.13 $5.57 $42.69 $407.31

$460.00 $37.95 $5.69 $43.64 $416.36

$470.00 $38.78 $5.82 $44.59 $425.41

$480.00 $39.60 $5.94 $45.54 $434.46

$490.00 $40.43 $6.06 $46.49 $443.51

$500.00 $41.25 $6.19 $47.44 $452.56

$510.00 $42.08 $6.31 $48.39 $461.61

$520.00 $42.90 $6.44 $49.34 $470.67

$530.00 $43.73 $6.56 $50.28 $479.72

$540.00 $44.55 $6.68 $51.23 $488.77

$560.00 $46.20 $6.93 $53.13 $506.87

$570.00 $47.03 $7.05 $54.08 $515.92

$580.00 $47.85 $7.18 $55.03 $524.97

$590.00 $48.68 $7.30 $55.98 $534.02

$600.00 $49.50 $7.43 $56.93 $543.08

Service fees



What are the responsibilities of a Landlord?

From a legal perspective, landlords have a number of responsibilities 
and obligations. So it’s important to have a basic understanding of 
your responsibilities before entering into a Tenancy Agreement. These 
responsibilities include:

• Signing a Tenancy Agreement with your tenant and giving the 
tenant a copy before the tenancy starts.

• Sending any bond money paid by the tenant to the Tenancy 
Services Centre, within 23 working days of receiving it.

• Making sure the property is clean and in a fit and habitable 
condition at the beginning on the tenancy.

• Maintaining the property in a reasonable state of repair during the 
tenancy.

• Paying the tenant back for any urgent repair work the tenant had 
to have done (as long as the tenant made reasonable attempts to 
notify the landlord before having the work done).

• Paying all outgoings (ie rates, insurance premiums for using the 
premises etc).

• Making sure the locks and fastenings are adequate.
• Giving the tenant rent receipts, if rent is paid in cash or by open 

cheque.
• Giving the tenant a written statement saying what period rent paid 

relates to, if asked.
• Giving the tenant at least 60 days written notice of a rent increase.
• Giving the tenant 48 hours written notice of an inspection.
• Taking reasonable steps to ensure that tenants aren’t disturbed by 

the landlord’s other tenants.
• Telling the tenant in writing if they intend to sell the property.
• Resolving disputes with tenants quickly and fairly.
• Appointing an agent if out of the country for more than 21 

consecutive days.
•	
What is the difference between periodic and fixed term 
contracts?

Both types of tenancies have their advantages and disadvantages.

Fixed-term tenancies are for a specific length of time and cannot be 
ended with notice by either party. Rent cannot be increased during a 
fixed-term tenancy unless there is provision for an increase written into 
the tenancy agreement. Fixed-term tenancies may be ended early by 
the agreement of all parties to the tenancy, by assigning the tenancy, 
or through an order of the Tenancy Tribunal. If you have a tenant in 
your investment property on a fixed term agreement and you decide 
to sell your property, then the tenant is considered a chattel of the 
property and their agreement is upheld. If you want the tenant to stay 
in the property after the lease expiry date you can send them a written 
offer of renewal for a further specified amount of time. If you are looking 
for a rent increase at lease end, send the renewal out a minimum of 60 
days before expiry date.

Periodic tenancies are ongoing tenancies of no fixed length that can 
be ended by either party giving notice - 21 days in writing by the 
tenant, or 42 or 90 days notice by the Landlord (depending on the 
circumstances). Rent increases can be implemented every 6 months 
with the appropriate 60 day notice period (plus 4 days postage). if you 
are looking at selling a property with a periodic lease in place, you may 
find your tenant wanting to vacate to avoid viewings and open homes. 
On the plus side, it makes vacant possession possible.

Knowledge Base
How can Landlords protect their rental investments and income?

There are numerous business insurance packages to protect you in 
the event of loss of income. Many building insurance policies limit the 
amount payable under a claim if damage is caused by tenants - and if 
the tenants abscond from the property (do a midnight flight) then the 
business owner (landlord) is left out of pocket. There have been ‘add 
ons’ to building insurance packages that cover landlords for Loss of 
Rent. Benefits of these policies are varied and you need to compare your 
apples with looking. Prices vary - and so does the cover offered.

Some of the issues you should query are:
• What are the loss of rent benefits?
• Is the loss of rent benefit different for Periodic or Fixed term 

tenancies?
• Is the tenants bond reduced from the claim?
• How much malicious damage cover should I get?
• How is the excess applied?
• What constitutes an event?
• Will the policy cover illegal substance damage (ie P labs)?
• Is there a minimum inspection period required under the policy 

conditions?
• Does the policy include cover for the landlords contents - ie drapes, 

light fittings, carpets? 

There are also some freestanding Landlord Policies available that sit 
alongside your building insurance. REAL Landlord Insurance NZ Ltd is 
one such boutique brokerage which specialises in their own Landlord 
Preferred Policy. This policy is available when the investment property 
is managed by a Professional Property Manager.  Statistics on their 
portfolio show that 98% of their claims are for Loss of Rent - varying 
from $300 to $6,000. See www.rlinz.co.nz.

What is the likely rental return I can get for my property?

We generate monthly rental reports based on the kind of rent landlords 
can expect for their properties. The Market Rent is described (in the 
Residential Tenancies Act) as what a willing landlord might reasonably 
expect to receive, and a willing tenant might reasonably expect to pay for 
the tenancy, in comparison with rent levels for similar properties in similar 
areas. 
 
Market Rent is a useful guide when you are deciding what the rent will 
be. It needs to be comparable to the rent charged for other properties of 
a similar type, size and location. (If you are charging significantly higher 
rent that for other similar properties, the Tenancy Tribunal can order you 
to reduce it.)

Days on Market - The number of days your property is advertised 
on the rental markets has a direct impact on your rental income. We 
generate monthly days on market statistics to assist you in achieving 
market rents.

Tenancy and chattels - who pays?

When you are thinking about renting out your property, take some time 
to consider what chattels you are leaving with the property, who is 
responsible for them, and who is going to pay for the running costs and 
maintenance. Often good deeds provided by the landlords can turn into 
liabilities, resulting in unexpected costs. Popular examples of chattels 
with these concerns are spa pools, lawn mowers and dishwashers. The 
best option is to eradicate the problem before it even starts, by taking 
care of items yourself or hiring maintenance contractors for lawns etc. 
Make sure all parties are aware of their responsibilities at the beginning of 
a tenancy, and put it into writing on the Tenancy Agreement.



Knowledge Base
Bonds - What are the legal obligations?

As a landlord you do not have to take a bond. However here at Ray 
White Hamilton Property Management we take a bond equivalent 
to four weeks rent. Any bond received is lodged with the Ministry 
of Business, Innovation and Employment within 23 working days 
of receiving it from the tenant. (If bonds are not lodged in a timely 
manner and a complaint is made, you may be exposing yourself to 
punitive measures from the tribunal.)
To comply with section 19 of the Residential Tenancy Act of 1986 it 
is important to make sure you receipt the money noting the address 
of the rental property, the amount received, the date received, who 
the money was received from and also note on the receipt that it is 
pertaining to a ‘bond’.

A bond lodgement form should be completed by both the landlord 
and tenant and then sent with a cheque to the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation and Employment, PO Box 50445, Porirua. The cheque 
should be made out to the ‘Residential Tenancies Trust Account’. 
You can download all forms required from  
www.dbh.govt.nz. Phone 0800 737 666.

It is also interesting to note that when rents rise, you can require the 
tenant to make an extra payment to top the amount of bond held 
to bring it in line with the rent. Conversely, if the rents drops, you 
need to refund the tenant so you are not holding more than the legal 
requirement.

Where forms are correctly filled in, lodgements and transfers are 
normally processed within 5 working days and refunds within 3 
working days of receipt by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and 
Employment.

How do you quality suitable tenants?

Our property managers talk to hundreds of people each year and 
have a good feel for suitable tenants. After we show potential 
tenants through properties, they are required to complete a 
comprehensive Tenancy Application form. This form includes details 
of tenants personal and working situations and current renting/living 
arrangements. The application also gives us the authority to check 
personal and business references, previous landlord references, as 
well as permission to check online tenant referencing agencies and 
do a credit check. Once we have all the information needed and we 
are 100% comfortable, we will discuss the leading applicant with you 
(if required) and arrange the signing of a Tenancy Agreement after 
offering the successful applicant the property.
Why are regular property inspections so important?

We conduct a systematic inspection programme for a number 
of reasons. Firstly, so that we keep in contact with tenants on a 
regular basis; secondly so that we can monitor the condition in 
which the property is being kept and to spot and address any 
damages or maintenance issues; and thirdly, to note and act on any 
irregularities that may breach the Tenancy Agreement. Photographic 
documentation and reports are made at each inspection, providing 
a comprehensive record of your properties history, an extremely 
important tool should any discrepancies go to the Tenancies Tribunal.

Rent arrears - What are my rights and obligations as a 
Landlord?

As a Landlord you need to keep accurate, up to date records of rent 

payments so arrears can be identified quickly. Rent arrears are calculated 
on a daily basis. If your tenant pays fortnightly, and they missed their 
payment yesterday, they technically are only 1 day in arrears (not the 
whole fortnightly payment).

The best solution to staying on top of arrears is to communicate with your 
tenant as soon as possible and sort out a payment method of paying 
off the arrears - if the total amount can not be paid immediately, a small 
additional payment each week is far better than no payment at all. If you 
have no confidence in them, then the moment you send the first 14 day 
letter you can make application to Tenancy Tribunal.

Make sure you include a copy of the tenancy agreement, the 14 working 
day letter and their rental ledger. Frequently the knowledge that you 
are taking that course of action is sufficient to bring them back into line. 
And even if you come to an agreement it is good to go to mediation to 
formalise the agreement.  Always ask for a consequential clause. This 
means that if the tenants do not honour the agreement on the sealed 
order, then they can be evicted immediately. This is a process and you are 
best to be guided by the bailiffs at the court and tenancy services. If the 
tenant is already 21 days in arrears you can make immediate application 
to Tribunal to have the tenancy terminated.

Rent increases - What are my rights and obligations as a Landlord?

The Residential Tenancies Act of 1986 can be very subjective; however 
on rent increases it is quite clear. Section 24 requires the notice to be sent 
in writing. And that you specify how much the increase is for and the date 
it becomes payable. It also requires that the date it comes payable shall 
NOT be less than 60 days after the date the notice is given. (Remember 
here that you need to allow at least 4 days for postage and 2 days for 
hand delivery.)

Any rent increase shall not be within 180 days of when the last increase 
took place, or 180 days from the start of the tenancy. There is no specified 
amount you can increase the rent by, however it is not to be excessively 
above current market rent. If it is, the tenant can make application to have 
the rent reduced.

HOWEVER - in the case of fixed term agreements, you both need to have 
agreed and have it included in the written fixed term tenancy agreement 
that the rent can be reviewed. If this condition is not included, then the 
rent cannot be reviewed. If the condition is included then the above 
conditions still apply.

Water rates - Who pays?

The tenant is responsible for water charges, unless the Landlord agrees 
to pay for the water, or if it is included as a part of the general rates, the 
landlord would be responsible for paying for the water supplied to the 
property.

Where the water is supplied by tank - not metered, like in the more 
rural or outlying areas, the tenant is responsible for their water use. We 
recommend the landlord fill the tank at the commencement of the tenancy, 
with the tenants topping it up when they leave.

The water pump is an essential part of the water system and it is the 
landlords responsibility to keep it maintained if the pump is subject to 
normal wear and tear. If the pump is damaged by the tenants by being let 
run whilst the tank is empty, the tenants may be held responsible  if the 
landlord had provided written instructions at the beginning of the tenancy 
and explained how the water system works.



Rather than let us tell you how good we are at Ray White 
Hamilton, you should hear from other people who really 
matter... our landlords.

We were very impressed with your professionalism and friendliness from 

the start. That high standard continued throughout.  We wouldn’t hesitate 

in recommending you as excellent property managers. 

 P & L Clark

I own a block of flats in Hamilton and after having experienced a low 

occupancy rate I was most grateful to you when you took over the 

management and tenanted them immediately and have upheld a high 

occupancy rate.  I am very satisfied with the service. 

 G Don

I have no problem leaving my property in your hands - feel I could leave 

the country for a length of time and it would be taken care of.                                                   

 J Ngare

I believe Ray White to be an efficient and outstanding company and would 

personally recommend them to anybody.                                              

                                                            Mr & Mrs van den Heuvel

You have been great - get the sense you are onto it. 

 L Leppard

For trouble free tenancy and peace of mind, I recommend Ray White. 

 Mr K Gulliver

The service provided has been helpful and sensitive when necessary. 

 Mr & Mrs Chin

You are always available for me – messages are quickly moved along and 

you always ring me back as soon as you can. Keep up the good work. 

 McLeod Family Trust

I consider you do an excellent job and I have been pleased with the service 

I have received for the past 15 years or so.

 M Alloway

The Ray White service takes the problems out of letting an investment 

property.  D Maclean

The service I have received over several years has been most satisfactory, 

meeting all of my requirements.                                                                                  

 NV & AJ Paynter

As we work away from the Hamilton area most of the time, we have 

entrusted our two rental properties with Ray White and have been 

extremely happy with their management skills.                                                    

 A & M Thompson

We have very much appreciated your professional approach and on more 

than one occasion have benefited from the wisdom of your experienced 

advice. P & S Wilson



• We look after your investment/s

• We maximise your yield

• We provide personal service

• We cater to your individual needs

• We provide superior reporting to you

• We organise repairs and maintenance

• We keep you informed about market changes

• We limit our portfolio sizes

• We credit check tenants

• We represent you if there are tenancy disputes

• We care about your financial success

• We create individualised property maintenance plans

• We provide investor seminar evenings

• We provide ongoing professional training and development for our staff

• We manage over 1000 satisfied clients’ properties

• We consistently have high occupancy rates

Ray White_Know How to 
manage your property



Ray White Hamilton
91 Victoria Street (Opposite Museum) LICENSED (REAA 2008)

Online Rentals Ltd

R

For Rent

Luxury Living
4b 2s 2l 2c• Executive home

• Four bedrooms
• Two bathrooms
• Large living areas
• Double garage i/a
• Private backyard
• Swimming pool

Agent name
mob a/h
email@raywhite.com 
office 839 7066



24hr ADVERTISING!
1800mm x 1200mm Photo Signboard

   Now $250
1600mm x 900mm Photo Signboard

   Now $200
1200mm x 800mm Photo Signboard

   Now $75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE GST

No frame and on corflute only

Signboards

Quality Aluminium 

Signboard
(Excellent photo finished colour)

Solid 100 x 50 

Painted Frame


